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제목: 싱과 예이츠의 “데어드라”의 비교: 셰익스피어의 로미오와 줄리엣 다시 쓰기
우리말 요약: 이 논문은 존 밀링턴 싱의 작품 데어드라의 슬픔을 셰익스피어의 로
미오와 줄리엣과 예이츠의 데어드라를 비교, 탐구한다. 싱과 예이츠는 그들의 극을
아일랜드의 데어드라 전설에 근거했지만 줄리엣의 특징을 가지고 있는 싱의 데어드라
는 여전히 어렴풋하고 신화적인 예이츠의 여주인공과 크게 다르다. 싱의 데어드라는
신성하거나 거룩하지도 않지만 인간임이 무엇인지 보여주는데, 이것은 그가 작품을 쓰
고 있을 당시에 가졌던 그의 삶에 대한 고민들을 반영한다.
주제어: 싱, 예이츠, 셰익스피어, 데어드라, 니시, 로미오, 줄리엣
저자: 이보라는 한성대학교 조교수이다. 그녀의 전문분야는 르네상스와 현대/당대 영
미희곡이며, 셰익스피어와 예이츠의 희곡을 집중 연구하고 있다.
____________________________________

When

it comes to stories of forbidden love between two young lovers, we
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often associate them with perhaps the most popular love story of all time,
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. The 16th century English playwright may not
have foreseen its afterlife success at the time of its composition. Yet, we tend
to forget that the story was not his sole creation; it was an adaptation of
Arthur Brooke’s poem, The Tragical History of Romeus and Juliet, which
was a translation of Matteo Bandello’s novella. Shakespeare’s source can also
be traced in the legend Pyramus and Thisbe told by Ovid in the antiquity.
Despite all his sources, Shakespeare’s star-crossed lovers remain to be the
most memorable ones because of the poetry and personalties ascribed to them.
It is also true of Synge’s Deirdre of the Sorrows (1910), which is based on
the Irish legend of Deirdre. Surprisingly, Synge’s heroine has personality traits
not found in the original legend, being much closer to Shakespeare’s Juliet,
more so because Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet has become an archetypal
model of ethereal love between two young lovers. Synge’s Deirdre combines
a number of poetic techniques that can be found in Shakespeare’s work with
his ideas of love and immortality. This aspect becomes more evident when
the play is compared with Yeats’s Deirdre, as his heroine acts like a typical
woman in a patriarchal society.
J.M. Synge, one of the key figures of the Irish Literary Revival, may be
known more for his controversial play The Playboy of the Western World
(1907), which caused a riot during its premiere. He was interested in the life
of rural Ireland, sharing with Yeats some similar approach to aesthetic and
artistic values in the theatre, and left behind plays and a creative nonfiction,
The Aran Islands, documenting the west of Ireland, evidenced to be a
collection of “important source for sociologists and anthropologists” (Mathews
14). Synge and Yeats1) were fascinated with idyllic life, their works
incorporating the Irish legend and stories of tramps and vagabonds. Although
they may had somewhat different attitudes toward the Revival, they had
common interests in the Irish legend2); one great example is the Irish
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mythological figure Deirdre retold in their respective plays. They wrote about
the same Irish legend, the tragic love story of Deirdre and Naisi.
But Synge’s Deirdre of the Sorrows (1910) is in fact quite different from
his other works incorporating peasant language and stories learned and
collected from his visits to Aran Islands. Synge transforms the ancient saga
into a highly psychological drama with vivid and lively characters while
Yeats concentrated on different parts of the trouble and sufferings of Deirdre,
which are rendered dramatic but remain to be distant and mythological.
Synge’s Deirdre is given more feminine concerns and characteristics than
Yeats’s Deirdre. One reason is that they each focus on different parts of the
legend. Yeats begins his play with lovers’ being caught in the trap Conchubor
sets up in order to kill Naisi, but Synge opens his with Conchubor
announcing to Deirdre that she must marry him now that she has come of
age before she elopes with Naisi to Alban. Thus, Synge’s portrayal of her,
being biographical, is more of a coming of age drama. Other differences are
the use of minor characters. The two playwrights use them effectively but
they develop them with different purposes. I will first discuss Synge’s Deirdre
and illustrate how his portrait of her is different from that of Yeats and
rather close to Shakespeare’s Juliet.
Equivalent to the Greek Helen of Troy, Deirdre might be the most
famous heroine in Irish mythologies. Yeats and Synge, took up the Irish
Helen to recreate the legend through their own drama. Such character as
Lavarcham, Deirdre’s nurse, is fully developed in Synge’s play while she is
absent in Yeats’s; part of her role is instead played by the wandering
Musicians, typical devices in Yeats’s drama serving conventional roles
tantamount to those of ancient Greek Chorus or Shakespeare’s fool.
Lavarcham, taking on a similar role, shows wisdom, voicing the pathos of the
audience by indicating the stupidity of the lovers and by offering guidelines
for both the characters and audience. The characters surrounding Deirdre bear
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significance in that they help, as dramatic elements, give a fuller picture of
Deirdre’s character. One of the reasons that initiate her elopement with Naisi
arises from her horror of having to marry the High King Conchubor, who
kept her and brought her up, motivated by the prophecy that she will grow
up to be beautiful, for the conjugal purpose of possessing her. Although their
versions deal with the same events and central ideas in the legend, the
portrayal of Deirdre in respective plays offer different perspectives of it. This
is partially related to what Kiberd argues: Yeats “did centralise the heroine as
a tragedy of queen, but his play treated the characters more as symbols than
as persons of flesh and blood” (67). This claim is especially relevant when it
comes to the central figure Deirdre in comparison with Synge’s: “Synge’s

—

own take on the legend, when his turn came to dramatise it, was different

rooted not just in the realities of rural Irish life but also in a modern
psychology of love and of its frustration (67). It is also important to note, as
Kiberd points out, Synge embarked on his version on September 5, 1907
after Yeats produced his in the Abbey Theatre in the same year.
Yeats selected, as he noted, dramatic parts from the legend for his long
one-act play (Yeats 389). His play opens with the lovers in an ominous
house among the woods, believing the King’s words that they are forgiven,
and that he would leave them in peace if they come back to Ireland. The
story reaches its climax when the lovers notice that they have been betrayed
and that Conchubor intends to kill Naisi. Just as Synge’s play, Yeats’s play
gives us Deirdre’s death.
However, Synge’s Deirdre of the Sorrows has a different timeline. As the
play is divided into three parts, the first part shows the life before she elopes
with Naisi to Alban in Scotland, the second part her seventh year living with
Naisi, and the third part their encounter with their death back in Cochubor’s
kingdom. Synge shows the three phases of Deirdre’s life while Yeats only
picks up and expands the climax of the legendary tale. Despite the
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anticipated drawbacks of laying out the chronicle of her life, the play renders
her femininity emphatic, and humane concerns of aging and love are brought
to the foreground. She is no longer a remote, archetypal figure, but a woman
possessing human follies one can identify with. Although this was his last
play unfinished before his death and could have been different if Synge had
lived longer, the play can be aligned with his other great plays in its own
way as the vivid speeches and characterization bring Deirdre to life. In fact,
although Deirdre is Synge’s last unfinished play, it can be considered to be
one of his finest works as he reworked it, according to Greene, “more than
fifteen times” and had time to polish it before his death (1314). Synge wrote
a letter to Yeats to preserve the good writings and destroy the bad ones
should anything go wrong with his operation in 1908, and Yeats and Synge’s
lover Molly Allygood simply assembled the drafts:
He reworked the play a good deal more carefully and more often than any
other single play and never was satisfied with it. But there is no evidence
that anyone else touched a pen to a single line of the play. Yeats prepared
it for production and publication, but he had the very simple job of
selecting the versions of each act bearing the latest date, as the author’s
final draft. (Greene 1321)

The number of times he revised the play attests that Synge had devoted a lot
of time to perfecting it.
Synge’s play opens with a scene set in Lavarcham’s house on Slieve
Fuadh where we see Lavarcham and Old woman disagreeing with each other
on the prospect they expect Deirdre to have. The dialogue lets us know about
Lavarcham’s concerns which involve her naivety inclined towards “straying
the hills” (147) with her interest in her beauty only. The old woman already
bustles about asking Lavarcham if she should put Deirdre in proper clothes,
being untidy with all the running around in the woods as she sees Conchubor
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headed to their house. We see Lavarcham performing her role both as nurse
to Deirdre and servant to Conchubor. She is very protective of Deirdre as she
tells the old woman that she should not do so since he is “jealous of a hawk
would fly between her and the rising sun” (148). From the conversation
between the nurse and Conchubor, we notice that she thinks negatively about
his intention to take her as wife as she enjoys running around in the rivers
and woods and is growing “wilfuller” (149). Even before the entrance of
Deirdre into the scene, Synge shows a girl full of vigor and vitality as
opposed to the aged King apparently wanting Deirdre to remedy his dull life
with her youth. She would spend her time running around in the wild than
being schooled by the nurse at home. The King does not realize that his
rearing her up in isolation in the countryside was a bad decision. In Act 1,
Deirdre continues to be associated with the wild and willfulness. Conchubor
is especially irritated by these manners not matching the image of a queen.
Lavarcham advises that he should be engaged in serious business as king
than “prying after her needles and numbering her lines of thread” (150).
Deirdre, even before she makes her entrance, is depicted as a “lamb” that
should be tamed. Lavarcham describes her childlike behaviors with nature
imagery: “. . . she’s little call to mind an old woman when she has the birds
to school her, and the pools in the rivers where she goes bathing in the sun”
(149). The nurse does not need to educate her because she gets her education
from conversing with the wild in nature. All of Deirdre’s inclinations indicate
that she would never be fit for Conchubor’s temperament.
While Conchubor and the nurse speak of Deirdre as they wait for her
return from her racing and playing in the hills, the audience sees the
unreasonableness of Conchubor’s obsession with the girl. The stage direction
showing her actions reflects Deirdre’s attitude toward him: while Conchubor
“arranges himself before a mirror for a moment,” we see Deirdre “coming in
poorly dressed,” but “goes to the hearth without any embarrassment” after
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making a curtsey to him (150). Their discussion shows how Deirdre is
annoyed at his attention paid to her, which confines her life and pleasure, but
she is unafraid of showing defiance against Conchubor’s words when he
admonishes her that playing in the woods and hills and picking up nuts and
twigs are behaviors unfit for a woman who will be his wife and queen of
Ulster. In fact, the youth she figures on the cloth has black hair like a raven
and white skin and red lips, which creates a powerful image contrasted with
the old King. The presence of Naisi is fully felt even without his introduction
into the scene.
Synge shows that Deirdre has already set her mind on Naisi, and not
surprisingly, she takes the initiative in courting him later in Act 1. Deirdre’s
and Conchubor’s dialogue suggests that Deirdre is aware of the prophecy
about her destiny told by the Druids as she presents Conchubor the figuring
of Naisi and his brothers on the tapestry she has been working on. Deirdre
and Conchubor are acquainted with them, and he warns her against the
danger they would bring upon them if she continues to have anything to do
with them. In Act 1, she is not concerned about the prophecy at all and her
willful thoughts are freely expressed without restraint until the moment
Conchubor announces that she is to move to Emain in a few days and reside
there with him now that in a year she will become an adult. Deirdre breaks
down, and abandoning her defiant attitude, she pleads with him to give her
one more year, but it is denied.
Once Conchubor leaves, she is frantic about the fact that Conchubor
intends to marry her soon and she cannot take Naisi and his brothers with
her to Emain. The mood she abruptly assumes is soon marked by excitement.
She gives order to her nurse to take out all the items sent from Emain
including jewels, dresses, and even mats and hangings. As she tells other
women what to do, she takes off her rags and does her hair while the other
women look at her in amazement. The sudden change of attitude and all the
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abrupt arrangements for herself and for the house indicate that she is
determined to use up all Conchubor’s gifts to her advantage after all:
I will dress like Emer in Dundealgan, or Maeve in her houes in Connaught.
If Conchubor’ll make me a queen, I’ll have the right of a queen who is a
master, taking her own choice and making a stir to the edges of the seas. .
. Lay your mats and hangings where I can stand this night and look about
me. Lay out the skins of the rams of Connaught and of the goats of the
west. I will not be a child or plaything; I’ll put on my robes that are the
richest, for I will not be brought down to Emain as Chuchulain brings his
horse to the yoke, or Conall Cearneach puts his shield upon his arm; and
maybe from this day I will turn the men of Ireland like a wind blowing on
the heath. [she goes into room. Lavarcham and Old Woman look at each
other, then the Old Woman goes over, looks in at Deirdre through chink of
the door, and then closes it carefully]. (155)

All the fuss about arranging the interior and dressing up befitting a queen
makes the audience wonder the purpose of her change of attitude so out of
character. She has been associated with nature and free-will, but now the
wandering spirit seems to have settled on the fate the Druids foretold. The
manifestation of majestic gesture is in fact used to woo Naisi. It is ironic
because she is using riches and gifts received from Conchubor against him,
that is, to take another man as her husband. It is ironic because she claims
her rights as queen to relinquish her rights to stay in Emain. She takes
advantage of Conchubor and his power and wealth to attain the purpose of
seducing Naisi. She is yet the wild girl she used to be, which is shown in
her words that she will not be treated as a “child or plaything” and she will
not be yoked (155). This creates a contrasting image with Yeats’s Deirdre.
His Deirdre is much consistent throughout in her thoughts and behaviors in
keeping with her maturity.
The difference in the image of Deirdre in Yeats’s work lies in the aspect
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that the audience only sees her contemplating on the wisdom and riddle-like
words spoken by minor characters in the first scenes. The anxieties shown by
Deirdre is the first thing we become aware about her. On the contrary, Synge
introduces an untamed lamb, wild and willful. Furthermore, the way she
entices Naisi claims audience attention. Previously she asked Lavaracham if
the stepping stones were flooding, and we get to know why she asked. While
she is in her room to change and get dressed, Naisi and his brothers arrive
at her house and knock at the door. As the rain has prevented them from
moving further they come by to find shelter until the storm eases as they
were told they could do so if the storm gets heavier. The two women are
panicky and initially refuse to let them in but to no avail because they begin
to rattle, shouting and commanding to open the door. As they are let in, they
soon ask for the young girl whom they met on their way. While Deirdre
seems to have known the identity of Naisi and his brothers at their first
meeting, Naisi does not know her name until the moment she appears from
her room all dressed up like a queen. The Old Woman’s plan to keep her in
the room during the time Lavarcham lead the men away to another cabin,
telling them the girl they are looking for is there, becomes frustrated as she
comes out of the room wearing a royal dress. Her beauty and the manner in
which she speaks to Naisi put the Nurse at her command. It is this moment
she announces herself that she is “Deirdre of the Sorrows” (72). Naisi is
“[Transfixed with amazement]” (72). We learn that when she was wandering
in the woods she would often sing and her singing would often catch their
attention. Deirdre has his brothers leave the house to stay in their other hut
for dinner so that she can speak with Naisi. Deirdre’s being dressed up
beautifully, her laying out the rich gifts received from the King, and finally
her grasping the opportunity to talk with Naisi alone reflect her cleverness.
Her speeches to Naisi are bold, direct, and enticing. Before this encounter
Naisi was unaware of her identity though he heard about the Druids’
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prophecy of Deirdre and about Conchubor’s keeping the child in a secluded
place to marry her when she comes of age. His first encounter face to face
was when she told him that he and his brothers can find shelter at her home
from the storm, but she had already seen him in the woods before this
encounter when he was singing. She says,
Since that, Naisi, I have been one time the like of a ewe looking for a
lamb that had been taken away from her, and one time seeing new
gold on the stars, and a new face on the moon, and all times dreading
Emain.
Naisi [Pulling himself together and beginning to draw back a little] Yet it
should be a lonesome thing to be in this place and you born for
great company. (159)

The stage direction shows Naisi’s bodily reaction to Deirdre’s advances,
which reveals his cringing from her forwardness. Deirdre becomes more
forward as she says,
Deirdre It’s for that maybe I’m called Deirdre, the girl of many sorrows .
. . for it’s a sweet life you and I could have, Naisi. . . . It
should be a sweet thing to have what is best and richest, if it’s
for a short space only.
Naisi

[Very distressed] And we’ve a short space only to be triumphant

and brave.
Deirdre You must not go Naisi, and leave me to the High King, a man is
aging in his dun, with his crowds round him, and his silver and
gold. [more quickly] I will not live to be shut up in Emain, and
wouldn’t we do well paying, Naisi, with silence and a near death.
. . . [she comes to him and puts her hands on his shoulders] Isn’t
it a small thing is foretold about the ruin of ourselves, Naisi, when
all men have age coming and great ruin in the end?
Naisi

Yet it’s a poor thing it’s I should bring you to a tale of blood and
broken bodies, and the filth of the grave. . . . Wouldn’t we do
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well to wait, Deirdre, and I each twilight meeting you on the sides
of the hills? (159-160)

From the dialogue above, one cannot help but notice Deirdre’s manipulation
of him. She is indeed beautiful proving the prophecy to be true, and Naisi is
obviously attracted to her, but it is quite evident that he is unwilling to risk
the life of both of them. He prefers a peaceful life over a disturbing death;
he would be satisfied with meeting together “each twilight.” He is not like
Shakespeare’s Romeo who would pour out lyrics of love and passion for the
woman he has fallen in love at first sight. Romeo’s lyricism soared: “O, she
doth teach the torches to burn bright!/ It seems she hangs upon the cheek of

—

night/ As a rich jewel in an Ethiop’s ear / Beauty too rich for use, for
earth too dear!” (I.v.44-47) Certainly, the behavior of Deirdre recalls images
of Juliet, making Romeo give his words that he will marry her. Realizing
Romeo too is in love with her, Juliet says, “If that thy bent of love be
honorable,/ Thy purpose marriage, send me word to-morrow,/ By one that I’ll
procure to come to thee,/ Where and what time thou wilt perform the rite,/
And all my fortunes at thy foot I’ll lay,/ And follow thee my lord throughout
the world” (II.ii.143-48). Romeo and Juliet get married the next day, but
Deirdre and Naisi the same day they get to know each other. While Romeo
and Juliet have the same attitude toward life and love, Deirdre and Naisi
show differences throughout the play. They reveal themselves from the second
Act more clearly, but the dialogue between them in the first Act foreshadows
it: “Isn’t it a small thing is foretold about the ruin of ourselves, Naisi, when
all men have age coming and great ruin in the end?” (160). Synge’s Deirdre
is especially concerned about aging, dreading the normal passage of life. She
is almost 20, and she rather likes the idea of “near death” than of dying old.
Naisi responds to this idea, focusing more on the shedding of “blood” their
eloping will cause, which is a normal response. Naisi’s passivity is abandoned
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as Deirdre tells him the urgency of her situation and becomes resolute in
running away together. But what makes Deirdre seem more manipulative
would be the self-critique of her own daunting behavior:
Deirdre And yet I’m in dread leaving this place, where I have lived
always. Won’t I be lonesome and I thinking on the little hill
beyond and the apple trees do be budding in the springtime by the
post of the door? [a little shaken by what has passed] Won’t I be
in great dread to bring you to destruction, Naisi, and you so
happy and young? (160)

The first part of her remark is almost pointless as if she is just saying it out
of abashment, being conscious of taking on the male’s role in taking the
initiative. The second part of the remark is to bring Naisi to say that it is
his decision and willingness to make that choice, and she hears what she
wants: his words that he cannot leave her alone with Conchubor. Her tactics
succeeds to win his heart with a wedding bond and to avoid the blame she
might face as years pass by. Yet, the manipulation offers uncomfortableness
absent in Romeo and Juliet despite similar roles each pair takes on. Synge’s
characterization, picking up legendary characters from sketch to give
distinguished personality, is ingenious. Some uncomfortableness the audience
may experience in her seduction is intended, and the way the couple unites
undoubtedly proves to develop into an unstable situation in their exile.
Despite her attempt to make the deal look like a decision out of his passion
for her, during her exile, her constant worries of Naisi’s falling out of love
can be interpreted as lack of self-confidence as a result of their shaky
relationship in the first place. She played the active role and he the passive
in their courtship. The elopement itself alongside means that he will be
deprived of his social privileges in exile at the expense of his love for her.
As she is a person fearing aging, her fear is prone to become greater. Her
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great beauty and people’s admiration take a part in making her fear aging,
which will become greater with age. Naisi is quickly persuaded however, and
as she sees his determination to take her away with him, she makes another
move to ensure his promise and determination to be together. Naisi assures
her that he would not leave her with Conchubor, and Deirdre, Naisi, and his
brothers set out for Alban.
Act two opens with a letter delivered to Lavarcham living with Deirdre
and the Sons of Usna in Alban. It contains the message of peace from
Conchubor promising a safe return home to Emain. Lavarcham senses that it
is a trap to kill Naisi. However, Deirdre expresses her desire to go back to
Emain though she claims she is both afraid to stay longer in Alban or leave
for Emain. Despite Lavarcham’s dissuasion, she says, “It’s lonesome this
place, having happiness like ours, till I’m asking each day will this day
match yesterday, and tomorrow take a good place beside the same day in the
year that’s gone, and wondering all times is it a game worth playing, living
on until you’re dried and old, and our joy is gone for ever” (163). It is not
her alone who is expressing the fear of getting old, losing beauty and love.
Owen, a character who abruptly disappears towards the end of Act 2, speaks
to Deirdre in order to make a point that she will one day be weary of Naisi
and his same snorting as more years pass by. Fergus too speaks of this;
Fergus, Conchubor’s messenger, also reminds Naisi of the possibility of being
weary of love:
Naisi

[Very thoughtfully] I’ll not tell you a lie. There have been days a
while past when I’ve been throwing a line for salmon or watching
for the run of hares, that I’ve a dread upon me a day’d come I’d

weary of her voice, [very slowly] and Deirdre’d see I’d wearied
Fergus [sympathetic and triumphant] I knew it, Naisi. . . . And take my
word, Deirdre’s seen your dread and she’ll have no peace from this
out in the woods.
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[With confidence] She’s not seen it. . . . Deirdre’s no thought of
getting old or wearied; it’s that puts wonder in her days, and she
with spirits would keep bravery and laughter in a town with plague.

Naisi

...................
I’ll not go, Fergus. I’ve had dreams of getting old and weary, and
losing my delight in Deirdre; but my dreams were dreams only.
What are Conchubor’s seals and all your talk of Emain and the
fools of Meath beside one evening in Glen Masain? We’ll stay this
place till our lives and time are worn out. It’s that word you may
take in your curagh to Conchubor in Emain. (167)

Although Naisi agrees with Fergus about the possibility of waning love if
they continue to stay in the rural parts of Scotland without socializing and
the presence of familiar company in Ireland, he is determined to stay in
Alban or elsewhere in Scotland with Deirdre. But it is Deirdre wanting to go
back, and the reason for her choice is simple. Although Naisi keeps telling
Deirdre that they should stay in the woods of Alban, Deirdre already has her
mind set to return, and the reason that drives her is “It’s this hour we’re
between the daytime and a night where there is sleep for ever, and isn’t it a
better thing to be following on to a near death, than to be bending the head
down, and dragging with the feet, and seeing one day a blight showing upon
love where it is sweet and tender” (169). Naisi finally gives in and agrees to
go back. A more detailed reason is provided by Deirdre: “We’re seven years
without roughness or growing weary; seven years so sweet and shining, the
gods would be hard set to give us seven days the like of them. It’s for that
we’re going to Emain, where there’ll be a rest for ever, or a place for
forgetting, in great crowds and they making a stir” (169). But there are
several contributing factors leading her to this decision. Except for the wise
Lavarcham, Synge makes Owen and Fergus whisper temptatious words into
their ears that they would be better off if they return back to Emain as their
passion and physical attractiveness will wither away, and one day will get
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tired of each other. Yet, notwithstanding her agreement with Owen in her
mind, Deirdre intends to let Naisi decide. Her mind becomes resolute,
however, when she overhears him respond to Fergus. Her obsession with
beauty is also reflected in her words: “It may be I will not have Naisi
growing an old man in Alban with an old woman at his side, and young
girls pointing out and saying, ‘That is Deirdre and Naisi had great beauty in
their youth.’ It may be we do well putting a sharp end to the day is brave
and glorious, as our fathers put a sharp end to the days of the kings of
Ireland . . .” (171). She says this owing to her observation that Naisi is
fearing that the days would come when he would be tired of each other’s
presence living in exile isolated from society. Naisi notices her suspicion and
says, “You’ve heard my words to Fergus? [She does not answer. A pause.
He puts his arm around her.]” (168). Greene argues that “Synge saw the need
of strengthening the motivation of the return. Naisi must not be merely
tricked, and Deirdre must be more than just a helpless prophetess. So he
added a far stronger motive which became the mainspring of the action, the
fear of old age and the passing of beauty” (1316). To this end, Synge
spreads the inkling of this fear throughout the play. While both realize they
would never be satisfied with living in Alban in the future, Naisi attempts to
persuade her persistently. Their speeches are heart-rendering and poignant,
owing to Synge’s use of dramatic poetry, their words reverberating:
Naisi

If our time in this place is ended, come away without Ainnle and
Ardan to the woods of the east, for it’s right to be away from all
people when two lovers have their love only. Come away and

we’ll be safe always.
Deirdre [Broken-hearted] There’s no safe place, Naisi, on the ridge of the
world. . . .
Naisi

[Still more eagerly] Come away, Deirdre, and it’s little we’ll think
of safety or the grave beyond it, and we resting in a little corner
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between the daytime and the long night.
Deirdre [Clearly and gravely] It’s this hour we’re between the daytime and
a night where there is sleep for ever. . . .
Naisi

[His voice broken with distraction] If a near death is coming what
will be my trouble losing the earth and the stars over it, and you,
Deirdre, are their flame and bright crown? Come away into the
safety of the woods. (169)

The poetic dialogue inspires the sweetness of love but pain along with it for
its evanescence; his words, “come away” are repeated four times like an echo
that will soon vanish and become an agonizing memory for both of them as
they meet their downfall. The immensely poetic dialogue recalls the poignant
death of Shakespeare’s star-crossed lovers long remembered for their young
love and tragic death. Moreover, such poetic language creates a similar aura
often used by Yeats for his plays, and it has to do with aesthetic values
concerning language used in drama as King asserts:
Experienced actors accustomed to ‘stage Irish’ noted the strangeness of
Synge’s language, its artificial rhythms. He coached them rigorously, longing
for the formality of musical notation. The delivery he favoured shared
something of Yeatsian incantation: language was not reducible to cerebral.
(84)

Although Synge may be, as King notes, “closer to the critical modernism of
Joyce and Beckett than to nationalism based on elitist cultural leadership,”
(79) he shared with Yeats similar artistic values in the use of poetic language
in his drama such as Riders to the Sea and The Playboy of the Western
World. Synge’s characters speak in prose but there is some poetic quality to
it as to the musical rhythms he used in the constructions of the lines, which
recalls verse speaking characters in Yeats’s poetic drama.3) The rhythm Synge
uses in Deirdre, also plays a part to evoke sympathy in the audience.
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Synge’s Deirdre might be considered more tragic than Yeats’s because in
Synge’s play, Naisi’s blame on Deirdre as he confronts the death of his
brothers savagely wrecks the audience’s romantic memory of their love. When
Deirdre and Naisi arrive at the House of the Red Branch, the house they are
to lodge in, provided by King Conchubor, they notice that it is a trap set to
have Naisi and his brothers killed. When Naisi hears his brothers’ cry outside
the house that they are attacked and in need of his aid, Deirdre begs Naisi
not to go. She continues to hold him from his brothers, and Naisi in his
frantic voice says,
They’ll not get a death that’s cruel, and they with men alone. It’s women
that have loved are cruel only; and if I went on living from this day I’d
be putting a curse on the lot of them I’d meet walking in the east and
west, putting a curse on the sun that gave them beauty, and on the madder
and the stonecrop put red upon their cloaks. (180)

His merciless words incriminate Deirdre for her beauty and love that put
them in death’s grasp. Although it is natural to be frantic due to distressed
fear and anxiety for his brothers in the face of death, the expectation we
have for him is to be forever loving for the sake of their love. Then, one
might question why Synge attributes such words to Naisi and creates a
situation that triggers backlash against their love and diminishes his passion.
On a closer look of the speech, we notice the psychology behind it. The
construction of his speech arouses curiosity as he puts the blame on all
women in love as a whole and on nature giving birth to beautiful women.
The remark that women not men in love are cruel recalls Deirdre’s
manipulation of him on the day they married before they left for Alban and

—

it also recalls Deirdre’s insistence partially due to her fear of his falling out

—

of love to return to Ireland while Naisi persistently tried to dissuade her.
The turning point decisions he made in his life have much to do with a
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beautiful woman in love. He also shifts the blame onto Nature’s work of
creation when it comes to falling in love with a beautiful woman, which all
boils down to fate and the prophecy. Indeed, the purpose of his speech is to
make Deirdre let him go to come to his brothers’ aid, so all his words might
be directed toward that end. But this inclusion on Synge’s part highlights
Deirdre’s follies as a result.
Deirdre’s concern with eternal beauty and youth is displayed even after
Naisi is dead. The final scene demonstrates Deirdre’s passionate love for him
as she keens in front of Conchubor, who realizes she is out of her wits; she
gives a monologue grieving over his death, which reminisces on the sweet
life she had with him for the past 7 years. Yet, Synge reinforces his thematic
design by making Deirdre end her life with her wish-fulfillment to be young
and beautiful forever. Before she takes her own life, she says, “. . . a
woman will be young for ever” (184). As Conchubor senses harm about to
come, Deirdre showing Naisi’s knife says, “I have a little key to unlock the
prison of Naisi you’d shut upon his youth for ever” (185). After delivering
her last words, she presses the knife into her heart. The scene reminds us of
the final scene in Romeo and Juliet.
Jul.

................
What’s here? A cup clos’d in my true love’s hand?
Poison, I see, hath been his timeless end.
O Churl, drunk all, and left no friendly drop
To help me after? I will kiss thy lips,
Haply some poison yet doth hang on them,
To make me die with a restorative.
Thy lips are warm.
(V.iii.161-67)

Watch. [Within.] Lead, boy, which way?
Jul. Yea, noise? Then I’ll be brief. O happy
dagger,
[Taking Romeo’s dagger.]
This is thy sheath [stabs herself]; there rust, and let me
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[Falls on Romeo’s body and dies.] (161-70)

Juliet gives a monologue before she stabs herself to death with Romeo’s
dagger, and the lovers are forever young remembered by their passionate
love. So too are Deirdre and Naisi as she entombs herself with him when
love is at its prime. This can be compared with the way Yeats ends his play.
In Yeats’s play, Deirdre is more submissive and obedient to Naisi’s
words, and he is more adamant in his beliefs. When they are waiting for
Conchubor to arrive at the House of the Red Branch, Deirdre suspects his
treachery due to the ominous atmosphere and the history of the house, so she
warns Naisi; but he responds to her condescendingly: “Such words and fears/
Wrong this old man who’s pledged his word to us. / We must not speak or
think as women do, . . .” (358). He maintains this attitude toward her even
as she once again tells him about the misgivings of the wise Musicians
foreboding misadventure: “Be silent if it is against the King/ Whose guest
you are” (363). Naisi (or Naoise in Yeats’s play) firmly believes that King
Conchubor will keep his words like a respectable king until the truth reveals
itself. From this moment on, their words reflect selflessness and passion for
each other. As opposed to Deirdre’s monologues dominating the last scene in
Synge’s drama, a lengthy dialogue is included among Deirdre, Conchubor,
and the Musicians once Naisi gets killed: the strategy has a purpose, which is
to create suspense. She persuades Conchubor to grant her one last look alone
upon his face, and while she is with Naisi dead and silent, she commits
suicide.
In addition in Yeats’s play, Deirdre is not depicted as one concerned
about aging and decaying beauty. There is no mention of such misgivings;
she is rather depicted as one who can destroy her beauty if that can save
Naisi and stop Conchubor’s pursuit: “I’ll spoil this beauty that brought
misery/ And houseless wandering on the man I loved./ These wanderers will
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show me how to do it;/ To clip this hair to baldness, blacken my skin/ With
walnut juice, and tear my face with briars” (367). Furthermore, Deirdre even
tries to prompt him to leave and forget about her: “It’s better, Naoise./ It
may be hard for you, but you’ll forget. For what am I, to be remembered
always?/ And there are other women . . .” (381). While Synge’s Deirdre is
conscious of how she should be remembered, Yeats’s Deirdre urges him to
forget about her and leave her for his own safety. Yeats’s Deirdre is marked
by selfless words and actions throughout the play. Synge created a heroine,
who “triumphs over Conchubor’s masculinist and patriarchal intentions” (Cave
95). The female characters in his plays have a trait because as Garry Hynes,
founding artistic director of Galway’s Druid Theatre Company, points out,
“‘He wrote savagely and very honestly about the isolation of women’” (Gener
23) Synge’s women in his plays are true to life; they are not ideals. As
Deitz maintains, “Though men are prominent as providers, religious figures,
and village regulars, thematically the plays dramatize the deeply felt
transitions that Synge’s women undergo as they adjust to changing
circumstances” (479).
Synge may have learned something from seeing Yeats’s production of
Deirdre in 1907, but he seems to have been more interested in the passage
of life at the time. Synge died of Hodgkin’s disease at the age of 37 in
1909, and his illness seems to have influenced his retelling of the legendary
story. Mirroring his short life, epitomizing his conceptions of youth, beauty,
and love, and monumentalizing his life as a young ardent genius, Deirdre of
the Sorrows became his last play, which is particularly memorable for his
life-like Deirdre.
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Notes
1) Yeats’s poems on nature, as Han asserts, also reflect “his idyllic fantasy of simple living” (102).
2) According to Lee, Yeats’s use of myth plays a part as a “mediator” to combine art and life “for
higher truth in literature” (121-22).
3) More research should be done on Yeats’s use of rhymes in his plays. As Armstrong argues “A
concern with thematic or biographical matters need not necessarily exclude an emphasis on, say,
the rhymes or genres of the poetry, but in practice the critics that place a major stress on the
formal properties of Yeats’s work are few and far between” (62).
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